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Abstract
We investigate the question as to when the members of a ﬁnite
regular semigroup may be permuted in such a way that each member
is mapped to one of its inverses. In general this is not possible. However
we reformulate the problem in terms of a related graph and, using an
application of Hall's Marriage Lemma, we show in particular that the
ﬁnite full transformation semigroup does enjoy this property.
1 Introduction and Background
One of the major subjects of John Howie's research was the full transforma-
tion semigroup [11 - 15]. The topic is ﬂavoured very much by whether the
base set of the semigroup of mappings is inﬁnite or ﬁnite. In this article we
continue the latter thread by studying a question that may be asked of any
semigroup but which is more natural in the ﬁnite regular case and proves
particularly interesting for the ﬁnite full transformation semigroup.
The author's paper [6] in Semigroup Forum was dedicated to the late
John Howie as it represented a continuation of our work in [8,9,10,11] and
especially [10] written jointly with John's colleagues Nik Ruskuc and James
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Mitchell from St Andrews University where John worked for most of his
career. A feature of the paper was the application of Hall's Marriage Lemma,
a theme that also continues here.
Throughout, S denotes a semigroup and TX , PTX the full and partial
transformation semigroups respectively on the base set X. When X = Xn =
{1, 2, · · · , n} we write Tn for TX . Following the texts of Howie [16,17] and
the author's [7] we denote the set of idempotents of S by E(S) and the set
of regular elements of S by Reg(S); we shall write (u, v) ∈ V (S) if u and v
are mutual inverses in S. We shall also denote this as v ∈ V (u) so that V (u)
is the set of inverses of u ∈ S. We extend the notation for inverses to sets
A: V (A) =
⋃
a∈A V (a). Standard results on Green's relations, particularly
those stemming from Green's Lemma, will be assumed (Chapter 2 of [17],
speciﬁcally Lemma 2.2.1) and indeed basic facts and deﬁnitions concerning
semigroups that are taken for granted in what follows are all to be found in
Howie's excellent book [17].
Let C = {Ai}i∈I be any ﬁnite family of ﬁnite sets (perhaps with repeti-
tion of sets). A set τ ⊆ ⋃Ai is a transversal of C (or a system of distinct
representatives) if there exists a bijection φ : τ → C such that t ∈ φ(t) for
all t ∈ τ . We shall denote this by τ tC. We also assume Hall's Marriage
Lemma in its various forms. In particular C has a transversal if and only if
Hall's Condition is satisﬁed, which says that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ |I|, the union of
any k sets from C has at least k members (for this and related background
see, for example, the text [22]).
Deﬁnitions 1.1 Let S be any semigroup and let F = {f ∈ PTS : f(a) ∈
V (a)∀a ∈ dom f}. We call F the set of partial inverse matchings of S.
We call f ∈ F a permutation matching if f is a permutation of S; more
particularly f is an involution matching if f2 = ι, the identity mapping.
We note that, by deﬁnition, S is regular if and only if S has a (full)
matching. The word `matching' here does not necessarily have the connota-
tion of `mutual pairing' as it does in graph theory but its use in this context
is nonetheless convenient. Some other simple observations are:
• An inverse semigroup S has a unique matching a 7→ a−1, which is an
involution.
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• A completely regular semigroup S (a semigroup that is a union of
its subgroups) is a disjoint union of its maximal subgroups and so
a 7→ a−1, where a−1 is the (unique) group inverse of a, deﬁnes an
involution matching of S.
• The identity mapping is a permutation matching if and only if S sat-
isﬁes the equation x = x3; in particular this is true of bands.
• S has the property that all of its permutations are permutation match-
ings if and only if S is a rectangular band as that is exactly the class
of semigroups where every member is inverse to every other (charac-
terized by either of the equivalent identities x = xyx or x = xyz).
Semigroups with an involution matching (∗), which satisﬁes the additional
property that (ab)∗ = b∗a∗ are called regular *-semigroups. They comprise
an umbrella class for the classes of inverse semigroups and completely regular
semigroups. There are however other collections of regular *-semigroups of
interest including that of partition monoids (see for example [3]).
In the remainder of the paper we shall, unless otherwise stated, assume
that S is regular and ﬁnite. We shall often denote a matching simply by
′, so that the image of a is a′. The matching (·)′ is then permutative if
S′ = {a′ : a ∈ S} = S and (′) is an involution matching if (a′)′ = a ∀a ∈ S.
We shall work with the family of subsets of S given by V = {V (a)}a∈S .
The members of V may have repeated elementsfor example S is a rectan-
gular band if and only if V (a) = S for all a ∈ S. However, we consider the
members of V to be marked by the letter a, so that V (a) is an unambiguous
member of V (strictly, we are using the pairs {a, V (a)}, (a ∈ S)).
Proposition 1.2 For a ﬁnite semigroup S the following are equivalent:
(i) S has a permutation matching;
(ii) S is a transversal of V = {V (a)}a∈S ;
(iii) |A| ≤ |V (A)| for all A ⊆ S.
Proof (i) ⇒(ii) Let f : S → S be a permutation matching. Replacing
a by f−1(a) in the condition that f(a) ∈ V (a) gives that f−1 : S → S is a
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permutation and a ∈ V (f−1(a)) for all a ∈ S, which in turn is equivalent to
the condition that the function g : S → V whereby g(a) = V (f−1(a)) is a
bijection such that a ∈ g(a) for all a ∈ S as
a ∈ g(a) ∀a ∈ S ⇔ a ∈ V (f−1(a))∀a ∈ S ⇔ f(a) ∈ V (a) ∀a ∈ S.
Hence if f is a permutation matching then g is a required bijection that
shows that S is a transversal of V .
(ii) ⇒ (i) Suppose that V has a transversal τ so there exists a bijection
g : τ → V such that t ∈ g(t) for all t ∈ τ . Since τ ⊆ S and |S| = |V | it
follows that τ = S and so g : S → V and a ∈ g(a) for all a ∈ S. Deﬁne
f : S → S by f(a) = g−1(V (a)), which is then a permutation on S. Moreover
f(a) ∈ g(f(a)) = V (a) and so f(a) is a permutation matching of S.
(ii) ⇔ (iii) As explained above, for any transversal τ of V we necessarily
have τ = S. By Hall's Marriage Lemma a transversal exists if and only if for
every subset A ⊆ ⋃V (a) = S, the condition |A| ≤ |V (A)| is satisﬁed.
Example 1.3 A ﬁnite regular semigroup with no permutation matching.
Consider the 7-element aperiodic completely 0-simple semigroup S = {(i, j) :
1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 3} ∪ {0}, where E(S) = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1)} ∪ {0}.
Then V {(2, 2), (2, 3)} = {(1, 1)} and so Hall's Condition is violated on the
set A = {(2, 2), (2, 3)}, whence, by Proposition 1.2, S has no permutation
matching. This example is minimal in view of the next result.
Proposition 1.4 Any regular semigroup with fewer than 7 elements has
an involution matching.
Proof Suppose that S is a ﬁnite regular semigroup with |S| ≤ 6. If S
had just one D-class, then S would be completely simple and so, being a
union of groups, would have an involution matching. Suppose then that
S is not a union of groups and so has more than one D-class. Then since
S is regular but not a union of groups, it follows that S possesses one D-
class D with more than one R-class and more than one L-class. It now
follows that |D| ≤ 5 and since |D| is not prime it follows that D is a 2 × 2
`eggbox' with trivial H-classes. Moreover either each R-class and each L-
class consists of a pair of elements exactly one of which is idempotent or
D has exactly one non-idempotent. In the ﬁrst case each element in D
has a unique inverse. In the 3-idempotent case it is also clear that the
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four members of D may be matched in mutually inverse pairs (with two
idempotents self inverse). The remaining D-classes, whether they number 1
or 2, either consist of idempotents or constitute a 2-element group. In any
event it follows that an involution matching for S can be found. Therefore
if |S| ≤ 6 then S has an involution matching.
We denote the class of ﬁnite regular semigroups with a permutation
matching (respectively involution matching) byM (respectively N ).
Proposition 1.5 Each of the classes M and N is closed under the
taking of direct products but not under the taking of regular subsemigroups
or homomorphic images.
Proof. Let S, T ∈ M. Let S = S′ = {s′ : s ∈ S} and T = T ′ = {t′ :
t ∈ T} denote permutation matchings of S and of T respectively. For each
(s, t) ∈ S × T put (s, t)′ = (s′, t′) ∈ V ((s, t)) whereupon (′) is a permutation
of S × T that maps each element to one of its inverses. HenceM is closed
under the taking of direct products. We note that if the matchings of S and
of T are both involution matchings, then so is the matching (′) for S×T , so
the same conclusion holds for the class N .
We show in Theorem 2.12 that Tn has a permutation matching. By
Example 1.3 we know that ﬁnite regular semigroups without permutation
matchings exist and since any ﬁnite semigroup may be embedded in some
Tn, it follows thatM is not closed under the taking of regular subsemigroups.
However, consider the following example.
Let T denote the aperiodic completely 0-simple semigroup T = {(i, j) :
1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3} ∪ {0}, where E(T ) = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)} ∪ {0}.
Note that for each a ∈ {(1, 1), (2, 1)} we have V (a) = {(3, 2), (3, 3)}. In
particular it follows that T has an involution matching with pairs (1, 1) 7→
(3, 3), (2, 1) 7→ (3, 2) and with e 7→ e for each e ∈ E(T ).
We now note that the semigroup S of Example 1.3, which has no per-
mutation matching, is a retract of T , meaning that S is a subsemigroup
of T and there is a homomorphism of T onto S that ﬁxes each member of
S. The subsemigroup of T that we identify with S consists of the 7 mem-
bers S = {(2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3), 0}. Note that the relation
ρ = {((1, j), (2, j)) : 1 ≤ j ≤ 3} is a congruence on T because a pair
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(1, j) ∈ E(T ) if and only if (2, j) ∈ E(T ). A required retraction of T onto S
is then deﬁned by (1, j) 7→ (2, j) (1 ≤ j ≤ 3), with each member of S ﬁxed.
Therefore T ∈ N but S 6∈ M and S is both a regular subsemigroup of and
a homomorphic image of T . This completes the proof.
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Theorem 1.6 The following are equivalent for a ﬁnite semigroup S:
(i) S has a permutation matching;
(ii) S has a permutation matching that preserves theH-relation (meaning
that αHβ ⇒ α′Hβ′);
(iii) each principal factor Da ∪ {0} (a ∈ S) has a permutation matching;
(iv) each 0-rectangular band B = Da∪{0}/H has a permutation match-
ing.
Proof (i) ⇔ (iii) Suppose that S = S′ = {a′, · · ·} is a permutation
matching of S and let D denote a D-class of S. For each a ∈ D we have
V (a) ⊆ D so that ′|D is a permutation of D; extending this by 0 7→ 0 gives
a permutation matching for the principal factor D∪{0}. Conversely, if each
principal factor has a permutation matching, the union of these matchings
over the set of D-classes yields a permutation matching of S.
(i) ⇒ (iv) Let Λ denote any collection of H-classes within D = Da and
let n be the common cardinal of the H-classes within D. For each a ∈ H ∈ Λ
we have that Ha′ ⊆ D (a′ ∈ V (a)). Since S has a permutation matching ′,
it follows that
|{a ∈ ∪H∈ΛH}| = n|Λ| = |{a′ : a ∈ ∪H∈ΛH}| ≤
|
⋃
Ha′ | (a ∈ ∪H∈ΛH) = n|{Ha′ : a ∈ ∪H∈ΛH}| (1)
Let us denote the 0-rectangular band B by (I × J) ∪ {0} and take any
set A ⊆ B. The H-classes within D may be indexed by the members (i, j) ∈
I × J . For each pair of H-classes Hi,j , Hk,l ⊆ D we have Hk,l ⊆ V (Hi,j) or
Hk,l ∩ V (Hi,j) = ∅. For each (i, j) ∈ A we have that (k, l) ∈ V ((i, j)) if and
only if Hk,l ⊆ V (Hi,j). Let Λ = {Hi,j : (i, j) ∈ A}. Cancelling the common
term n in (1) yields:
|A \ {0}| = |Λ| ≤ |{Ha′ : a ∈ ∪h∈ΛH}| ≤ |V (A \ {0})|;
since V (0) = {0} in B, it follows that B satisﬁes Hall's Condition and so B
has a permutation matching by Proposition 1.2.
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(iv)⇒ (ii) Let D = Da be the D-class of an arbitrary a ∈ S consisting of
H-classes Hi,j where the pairs (i, j) form the set I ×J say. Form a bipartite
graph G, the two deﬁning independent sets of which are two copies, X and Y ,
of I×J with (i, j) ∈ X adjacent to (k, l) ∈ Y exactly when (k, l) ∈ V ((i, j)).
By Proposition 1.2 applied to the 0-rectangular band B, each subset A of X
is collectively adjacent to at least |A| vertices of Y. By the Marriage Lemma,
it follows that there is a (one-to-one) matching of X into Y , which then
induces a permutation of the set of H-classes of D to itself, H 7→ H ′ say in
such a way that each a ∈ H has a unique inverse a′ ∈ H ′. The mapping
whereby a 7→ a′ is then a bijection of H onto H ′.
Now list the H-classes of D as H1, H2, · · · . For each a1 ∈ H1 let {a′1} =
V (a)∩H ′1 and in this way form a list {a′1, a′2, · · · , a′n} say of all the members
of H ′1. We next select some H2 66= H1 and repeat the previous process, thus
extending to a list of inverses of the members of H ′1 ∪ H ′2 that exhausts
this union. Continue until all members of X have been chosen. The ﬁnal
list D′ = {a′1, a′2, · · ·} will then be a list of inverses of all the members of
D, which is to say that D′ = D. Carrying out this procedure with each
D-class of S therefore results in a list S′ of inverses of the members of S
that comprises the whole of S, that is S′ = S and a 7→ a′ is a permutation
matching of S which, by construction, preserves the H-relation.
(ii) ⇒ (i) is immediate.
Remarks 1.7 By above, if S has a permutation matching then S has
a permutation matching that preserves Green's H relation (and necessarily
preserves the D relation) but preservation of either the L or R relation
cannot be guaranteed even for inverse semigroups. To see this take any
inverse semigroup that is not a union of groups (for example, the 5-element
combinatorial Brandt semigroup S = M[1, 2, 2, I2], where I2 is the 2 × 2
identity matrix). Let a be a member of S that does not lie in a subgroup
and let e = aa−1. We have aRe but a−1Le = e−1. If a−1Re−1 we would
have a−1He, which is a contradiction as a−1 is not a group element. Hence
R (and by symmetry also L) is not preserved by the (unique) permutation
matching of S.
We may ask whether Proposition 1.6 goes through if we replace `permu-
tation matching' by `involution matching' throughout. In this case we do
see the implications ((i) ⇔ (iii)) ⇐ ((ii) ⇔ (iv)) but the missing forward
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implication is not clear: to prove that (ii)⇒(iv) we note that we may regard
the non-zero members of B as H-classes of some D-class D of S. We now
have a well-deﬁned involution of B in the mapping Ha 7→ Ha′ and 0 7→ 0,
which maps each member of B to an inverse in B. Conversely, given (iv), the
involution on B induces an involution by inverses between pairs of H-classes
within D so that (iv) implies (ii).
We also do not have an example of a ﬁnite regular semigroup S that has
a permutation matching f but no involution matching. In any such example,
all of the pemutation matchings f must contain an odd cycle that is free of
idempotents, the reason being that the set of members of any even cycle
may be partitioned into mutually inverse pairs while for any odd cycle that
contains an idempotent we may pair an idempotent in the cycle with itself,
leaving an even number of members that may be coupled into inverse pairs.
Questions Does Tn have a permutation matching? An involution match-
ing?
We shall give an aﬃmative answer to the ﬁrst question. A theorem of
Schein [21] (see [7, Theorem 6.2.4]) is that Tn is covered by its inverse sub-
semigroups. Indeed Schein proved that every a ∈ Tn has a strong inverse
b ∈ V (a), which means that the subsemigroup 〈a, b〉 is an inverse subsemi-
group of Tn. However, there seems to be no guarantee that these subsemi-
groups intersect in an inverse subsemigroup, which would allow us to infer
that Tn does indeed have an involution matching.
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2 Graph Factor Interpretation
All graphs G = (V,E) under consideration will be ﬁnite graphs, perhaps with
loops (but not multiple edges). Recall that a k-factor of G is a subgraph
H = (V,E′) of G that is regular of degree k. The most important cases are
the 1-factors and 2-factors. A 1-factor H is also known as a perfect matching
and is essentially a set of disjoint edges of G that span G, which is to say
covers all the vertices of G so that V (H) = V (G). A 2-factor on the other
hand is a set of disjoint cycles of G that collectively contain all of the graph's
vertices. Since we allow loops in our graphs, we shall here deﬁne a 1-factor to
be a subgraph of G that is a disjoint set of edges that cover all the vertices.
This allows for some of the edges to be loops (which correspond to vertices
of degree 2). To allow for 2-cycles in our discussion, we shall be considering
1, 2-factors of G, which are spanning subgraphs H of G whose components
are either edges or cycles.
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let S be a semigroup and let G = G(S) = (S,E) be the
graph of inverses, which has vertex set S and uv is an (undirected) edge if
(u, v) ∈ V (S).
Remarks 2.2 A graph of inverses G(S) may contain loops: indeed there
is a loop at a ∈ G(S) if and only if a = a3. The semigroup S is regular
if and only if G(S) has no isolated vertices (vertices of degree 0) and S is
an inverse semigroup if and only if each component of G(S) is a single edge
(which may be a loop: indeed in general there is a loop at every idempotent).
In general it is simple to show that the set of idempotents E(S) of S forms a
semilattice if and only if Reg(S) forms an inverse subsemigroup of S. From
this it follows that the components of G(S) each consist of at most 2 vertices
if and only if E(S) forms a semilattice.
This following type of graph was ﬁrst introduced by Graham [5] and later
independently by Houghton [18] in relation to ﬁnite 0-simple semigroups al-
though those authors explicitly worked in terms of the Rees matrix represen-
tation of such semigroups. Graham speciﬁcally addressed problems concern-
ing maximal nilpotent subsemigroups and maximal idempotent-generated
subsemigroups while Houghton's paper is based on the cohomology set of
the graph Γ over the underlying group G of the Rees matrix semigroup. A
modern treatment of Graham's approach appears in the book of Rhodes and
Steinberg [20, Section 4.13.2] where the idempotent-generated subsemigroup
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of a Rees matrix semigroup is studied in terms of the topology of this, its inci-
dence graph in order to reveal results about varieties of ﬁnite semigroups and
general theorems such as that of Fitzgerald that the idempotent-generated
subsemigroup of a regular semigroup is itself regular [4].
Deﬁnition 2.3 Let S be a ﬁnite regular semigroup S.
(a) The incidence graph GH(S) is a bipartite graph with independent
sets L and R of L- and R-classes respectively of S. An edge runs between
L ∈ L and R ∈ R exactly when L ∩R is a group.
(b) A D-component of GH(S) is the subgraph induced by the set of all
L- and R-classes in some D-class D of S.
Since S is regular, the set of L-classes within a D-class D of S is collec-
tively adjacent in GH(S) to the set of R-classes within D and vice-versa,
so Deﬁnition 2.3(b) is symmetric in L and R. It is not the case that a D-
component of GH(S) is necessarily connected but a D-component of GH(S)
is a union of components of GH(S).
We shall call a D-class of S square if it comprises an equal number of
L- and R-classes and we shall call the semigroup S itself square if all of its
D-classes are square.
Theorem 2.4 AD-component subgraph C of the incidence graphGH(S)
of a ﬁnite regular semigroup S has a perfect matching if and only if the cor-
responding D-class D is square and there is an H-class preserving involution
matching of the principal factor D ∪ {0}. Overall the graph GH(S) has a
perfect matching if and only if S is square and S has an H-class preserving
involution matching.
Remarks 2.5 Neither of the latter two conditions of the ﬁrst statement
of the theorem imply the other. For example, the identity mapping is an
H-class preserving involution matching for any non-trivial right zero semi-
group S, the unique D-class of which is then not square. Next, take the
the 10-element combinatorial Rees matrix semigroup S the non-zero D-class
of which is the 3 × 3 array indexed by {1, 2, 3} × {1, 2, 3} whose idempo-
tents lie in positions (1, j) and (i, 1) (i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}). Then S is square
but V {(2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 3)} = {(1, 1)}, so that Hall's Condition on the
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family of sets V (a) is violated and therefore, by Proposition 1.2, S has no
permutation matching. Note also that in the semigroup S of Example 1.3
there is a matching of the members of R into those of L (but not conversely)
and again S has no permutation matching.
Proof of Theorem 2.4 We prove the ﬁrst statement of the theorem from
which the second follows by the argument of Theorem 1.6(i)⇔ (iii). Suppose
there exists a perfect matching for a D-component C of GH(S) correspond-
ing to some D-class D of S and let L, R, and H denote the respective col-
lections of L-, R-, and H-classes of D. We shall write a typical H-class H as
H = L∩R, where L and R are respectively the L- and the R-class of D that
contain H. Let f : L → R denote a perfect matching of the D-component
C of GH(S) corresponding to D. It follows at once that |L| = |R| and so D
is square.
Now introduce the mapping ′ : H→ H by H ′ = (L ∩ R)′ = Rf−1 ∩ Lf .
By deﬁnition of the graph GH(S), we have that L ∩ Lf and Rf−1 ∩ R are
group H-classes and so H ′ is a set of inverses of H. (Indeed there is a perfect
matching between H and H ′ in the graph of inverses G(S), although H = H ′
is possible in which case some of the edges of this matching may be loops.)
Note that the mapping ′ is an involution (and in particular a bijection) on
H for we have:
(H ′)′ = ((L ∩R)′)′ = (Rf−1 ∩ Lf)′ = (Lf)f−1 ∩ (Rf−1)f = L ∩R = H.
Therefore we may deﬁne an H-class preserving involution matching, which
we shall also denote by ′, on the principal factor of D by taking an arbitrary
H-class H ∈ H and an arbitrary member h ∈ H and deﬁning h 7→ h′ where
h′ ∈ H ′ is the unique inverse of h that is to be found in H ′. This completes
the proof of the forward implication of the ﬁrst statement of the theorem.
Conversely suppose that the principal factor of the D-class D of S is
square so that |L| = |R| = n say, where L and R once again denote the
respective collections of L- and of R-classes contained in D, which then
forms an n × n array of the H-classes that comprise the collection H. Let
us suppose further that the principal factor of D has an H-class preserving
involution matching ′ : D ∪ {0} → D ∪ {0}. Let T be any collection of k
say members of L. The the union of the members of T is the union of nk
H-classes of D, which is mapped by the bijection ′ onto a set of nk H-classes
of D. Since each member of R contains exactly n H-classes, it follows that
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T ′ meets at least k of the R-classes of D. Now for each such R-class R1 that
meets T ′ there exists some H-class H1 contained in some L-class L1 ⊆ T
such that H ′1 ⊆ R1. From this it follows that L1∩R1 is a group so that L1R1
is an edge in GH(S) whence each such R1 is adjacent to some member of T .
Hence the set of k L-classes that form T is collectively adjacent to at least
k Rclasses of D. It follows by Hall's Lemma that there is a matching of L
into R in the D-component C of GH(S) corresponding to D, which, since
|L| = |R|, is a perfect matching of the independent sets L and R within each
D-class D.
Examples 2.6 An example that illustrates Theorem 2.4 is provided
by the semigroup of all orientation-preserving mappings OPn on an n-cycle
c = (0 1 · · · n − 1), which are the members α ∈ Tn such that the sequence
(0α, 1α, · · · , (n − 1)α) is cyclic. As shown in [1], OPn is a ﬁnite regular
monoid and the kernel classes of α ∈ OPn are convex (that is form intervals
of the underlying cycle). Hence the set of kernel classes (and hence the
R-class) of a mapping α ∈ OPn of rank k ≥ 2 is determined by a strictly
ascending list P of k integers P = (p0 < p1 < · · · < pk−1); the pi are drawn
from the integer interval [n] = {0, 1, · · · , n− 1} and each pi equals the initial
member of a kernel class of α when read in cylic order. Since each L-class
of OPn can also be identiﬁed with the common image of its members, which
corresponds to a k-set A drawn from [n], it follows that there is a perfect
matching for each D-component of GH(OPn) corresponding to a D-class of
rank k ≥ 2, deﬁned by matching the L-class L ∈ L with the R-class R ∈ R
that arises by taking the common range A of members of L and letting A
act as the set P of initial members of kernel classes of the kernel partition
that deﬁnes R.
By our theorem, it follows that the D-class D of OPn of rank k ≥ 2 is
square (forD we have |L| = |R| =(nk)) and the corresponding principal factor
D∪{0} has an H-class preserving involution matching ′. We can identify this
involution explicitly as follows. Let α ∈ OPn be a mapping of rank k ≥ 2
and let α lie in the H-class L ∩ R say with A = {a0 < a1 < · · · < ak−1}
representing the common image set of members of L and let P = {p0 < p1 <
· · · < pk−1} represent the common set of initial members of kernel classes
of R. Furthermore, list the kernel classes of R as K0,K1, · · · ,Kk−1, where
pi is the initial member of Ki (0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1). The mapping α ∈ H is
then speciﬁed by the choice of an integer r ∈ [k] where Kiα = ai·cr , where
c = ck is the cycle (0 1 · · · k − 1). The canonical inverse α′ of α given by
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the involution matching of our theorem is then the mapping β with L-class
determined by the set P and R-class determined by A (so that the roles of
the sets A and P are interchanged when passing form α to β) and with r
replaced by k−r. Hence if we identify α ∈ OPn with the triple α = (A,P, r)
then β = (P,A, k− r). It is now clear that the mapping α 7→ β is an H-class
preserving involution on D (as an H-class is determined by the pair (A,P ))
and we may check that β ∈ V (α) as follows. Let t ∈ [n] with t ∈ Ki say so
that the initial member of Ki is pi. Then we obtain:
tαβα = piαβα = ai·crβα = p(i·cr)·ck−rα = pi·ckα = piα = tα,
so that αβα = α and in the same way we have β = βαβ, whence β ∈
V (α) and we may denote β by α′. We conclude that α 7→ α′ is an H-class
preserving involution matching on D.
The D-class of all mappings of rank 1 in OPn consists of idempotents
(indeed it comprises the set of all right zeros of OPn), which has an H-
class preserving involution matching in the identity mapping. By taking the
union of these matching across all D-classes of OPn, we obtain an H-class
preserving involution matching of OPn.
An example of a diﬀerent kind is provided by the full linear monoid
Mn(F ) of all n× n matrices over a ﬁnite ﬁeld F . This monoid also satisﬁes
the conditions of Theorem 2.4, and thus also admits an involution matching.
Proposition 2.7 The semigroup S has an involution matching (respec-
tively a permutation matching) if and only if G = G(S) has a 1-factor
(respectively a 1, 2-factor).
Proof. Let ′ : S → S be an involution matching of S. Then the set
M = {aa′ : a ∈ S} ⊆ E(G). We then see that the subgraph H of G deﬁned
by the set of edges M is a 1-factor of G as follows. Since ′ has domain S,
then V (H) = S. Any walk of length 2 in H has the form a→ a′ → (a′)′ but
since (a′)′ = a, this walk involves only a single edge, whence M comprises
a set of disjoint edges. Conversely, let H be a 1-factor of G(S). Then each
vertex a ∈ G lies on a unique edge aa′ of G (with a′ = a possible) whence,
by deﬁnition of G(S), a 7→ a′ is an involution matching of of S.
Next suppose that S has a permutation matching ′ : S → S, which
can then be regarded as a set of disjoint (oriented) cycles, edges, and ﬁxed
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points, the vertices of which cover G(S). The underlying set of loops (for 1-
cycles), edges (for 2-cycles) and cycles then represents a 1, 2-factor of G(S).
Conversely, suppose that H is a 1, 2-factor of G(S). Choose any orientation
for each of the cycles of H and treat each edge component of H as a 2-cycle,
thereby deﬁning a permutation a 7→ a′ of S such that a′ ∈ V (a), which is by
deﬁnition a permutation matching of S.
The main aim of this section is to show that the ﬁnite full transformation
semigoup S = Tn on the base set Xn = {1, 2, · · · , n} has a permutation
matching, which by Proposition 2.7 is the same as saying that the graph of
inverses, G(S) has a 1, 2-factor. We reformulate the notion of 1, 2-factor in
terms of a certain bipartite graph G′ known as the bipartite double cover of
G, also known as the canoncial cover or sometimes the Kronecker cover as
G′ is realised as a certain product of G with the single edge K2. The original
source of this construction seems to be the paper [2].
Proposition 2.8 Let G = (V,E) be a graph (with loops) and let V ′
be a disjoint copy of the vertex set V . Let G′ be the bipartite graph with
independent sets V and V ′ with uv′ ∈ E(G′) if and only if uv ∈ E(G). Then
G has a 1, 2-factor if and only if G′ has a 1-factor.
Proof Suppose that G′ has a 1-factor H. For each u ∈ V (G) let v′ ∈
V (G′) be such that uv′ ∈ E(H). Beginning with an arbitrary vertex u =
u0 ∈ V (G) we may form a path u0 → u1 → u2 → · · · in G by deﬁning for
i ≥ 1, ui = v where ui−1v′ is the unique edge from ui−1 in H. There is then
a least value of i ≥ 0 such that for some j ≥ 1 we have ui = ui+j = v, say. If
i ≥ 1 we would have that ui−1v′ and ui+j−1v′ were distinct edges of H with
a common vertex, contrary to H being a 1-factor of G′. Hence ui+j = u0,
giving either a cycle C in G containing u0 or a walk of the form u0u1u0.
Suppose recursively that we have constructed a set of cycles and edges of G:
C1, C2, · · · that are pairwise disjoint. Suppose there remains a vertex x = x0
of V (G) that is not a vertex of any of the Ci. Form a new cycle or edge in G:
x0 → x1 → · · · → xt(t ≥ 0) as above. Suppose that some vertex xi(1 ≤ i)
is such that xi = uj , where uj ∈ V (C) where C is one of the cycles or edges
already in our list of cycles of G. Take i to be the least index for which
this is true. Then in G′ we have xi−1x′i and uj−1u′j are both edges of H but
x′i = u′j while xi−1 6= uj−1, contradicting that H is a 1-factor of G′. Hence
this eventuality does not arise and the process halts with a required list of
pairwise disjoint cycles and edges of G that collectively span G.
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Conversely, suppose that G has a 1, 2-factor H, which then comprises
a set of pairwise disjoint cycles and edges C1, C2, · · · of G that cover all
of V (G). Choose an orientation for each cycle Ci, which then induces a
mapping ′ : V (G) → V (G) whereby u 7→ v′, where v is the unique vertex
that follows u in the oriented cycle that contains the vertex u, or v is the
other vertex of the edge if Ci is just an edge. The corresponding set of edges
uv′ of G′ then comprise a 1-factor of G′.
Lemma 2.9 Let G be a bipartite graph deﬁned on two non-empty dis-
joint independent sets X and Y . Suppose that X =
⋃
Xi and Y =
⋃
Yi,
where both unions are disjoint and comprise an equal number of t ≥ 1 sets.
Deﬁne the bipartite subgraphs Gi of G by saying that Gi has the pair of
independent sets (Xi, Yi) where x ∈ Xi is adjacent to y ∈ Yi if xy is an
edge of G. Then G has a perfect matching if each of the graphs Gi has an
m = mi-factor for some integer mi.
Proof It suﬃces to check that each Gi has a perfect matching for, given
this, the union of these perfect matchings will be the required perfect match-
ing for G. For a given Gi, let H be a regular subgraph of Gi that spans Gi
so that each vertex of H has degree m ≥ 1 say. Take any subset of k vertices
of Xi, which are collectively adjacent to l say vertices in Yi. Hence there are
at least km edges in H incident with these l vertices. Since every vertex in
H has degree m, it follows that lm ≥ km ⇒ l ≥ k. It therefore follows by
Hall's Marriage Lemma that Gi has a perfect matching. (It follows also that
each |Xi| = |Yi| and |X| = |Y |.)
Recall the basic structure of Green's relations for Tn, which are that
αLβ if and only if Xα = Xβ, αRβ if and only if ker α = ker β, αDβ if and
only if |Xα| = |Xβ| with D = J . We shall write Ker α for the partition
of X induced by ker α. Since H = R∩ L it follows that an H-class H of
S = Tn is characterised by a kernel-range pair (Π, Y ) where Y ⊆ X and Π
is a partition of X with |Y | = |Π| = k say, (1 ≤ k ≤ n); k is the common
rank of members in the D-class containing H.
It is convenient here however to introduce a new equivalence relation Q
on Tn that lies between R and D.
Deﬁnition 2.10 For α ∈ Tn let us write Ker α = {K1,K2, · · · ,Kk}
where the kernel classes of α are listed in ascending order of cardinality. Let
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Pα = (pi)1≤i≤k, where pi = |Ki|. We shall say that αQβ in Tn if Pα = Pβ .
We shall write Qα for the Q-class of α.
Consider the double bipartite cover G′ of the graph of inverses G of
S = Tn. For each Q-class Qα of Tn, let Gα be the bipartite subgraph on the
independent sets Qα, Q
′
α where uv
′ ∈ E(Gi) if u, v ∈ Qα and uv ∈ G. Our
main result will follow once the next fact is proved.
Lemma 2.11 Each of the graphs Gα as given above is m-regular for
some positive integer m = mα that depends on Gα. In particular, Gα is
itself an m-factor of itself.
Theorem 2.12 The semigroup S = Tn has a permutation matching.
Proof The Q-classes of S and their dashed counterparts partition the
independents sets S and S′ that together comprise the vertex set of G′ into
an equal number of sets. The bipartite graphs Gα based on the independent
sets Qα and Q
′
α deﬁned above are then in accord with the hypotheses of
Lemma 2.9. Assuming the truth of Lemma 2.11, we may invoke Lemma
2.9 to conclude that G′ has a 1-factor, whence by Proposition 2.8, G(S)
has a 1, 2-factor. But then by Proposition 2.7, we conclude that Tn has a
permutation matching.
Lemma 2.13 Let H1, H2 be any two H-classes of Tn deﬁned by the
respective kernel-range pairs (Π1, Y1) and (Π2, Y2). Then each α ∈ H1 has a
(unique) inverse β ∈ H2 (and vice versa) if and only if Y1 tΠ2 and Y2 tΠ1.
Proof Quite generally by standard semigroup theory (consequences of
Green's Lemma), each member of H1 will be an inverse of some unique
member of H2 and vice versa if and only if the H-classes deﬁned by the
kernel-range pairs (Π2, Y1) and (Π1, Y2) are groups, which in turn occurs if
and only if the given transversal conditions are satisﬁed.
Proof of Lemma 2.11. Let α ∈ Tn. We need to show that the cardinal
of I = {β ∈ Tn : β ∈ V (α)∩Qα} is a positive integer m that is independent
of the choice of representative of Qα. By Lemma 2.13, we may construct
all members of I as follows. Since we require that β ∈ Qα we begin with
a list of `boxes' (named sets, the members of which are yet to be speciﬁed)
L1, L2, · · · , Lk where k = |Xα|, which are to become the list of kernel classes
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of our mapping β. All members of Qα such that Xα is a transversal of the
sets Li are formed by assigning exactly one member of Xα to each of the
sets Li and then assigning all members of X \ Xα to the sets Li so that
|Li| = pi. Let us denote the number of ways in which this can be done by
l, noting that l ≥ 1. We are not asserting that the two stages of assigning
the members of Xα to the Li and then assigning the remaining members
of X to the Li are combinatorially independent: indeed completion of the
two stages will sometimes fail to yield unique outcomes exactly when there
is repetition among the integers pi. However, the value of l depends only on
Qα and not on the choice of α as l depends only on the cardinals of the sets
Li and the integer k and not on the membership of Xα. The number l is
then the number of partitions Π of Xn that correspond to kernel partitions
of the members of Qα for which Xα is a transversal of Π.
All members of I can now be formed as follows. Take any of the l
partitions above to act as Ker β. To ensure that β ∈ V (α) we need to take
Xβ to be any transversal of Ker α. Again the number of choices r available
depends only on Pα and is independent of the the choice of representative of
Qα; indeed it is easy to see that r = p1p2 · · · pk ≥ 1. The required number
m = lr ≥ 1 is then, by Lemma 2.13, the cardinal of the set I. Therefore the
subgraph Gi in question is regular of degree m ≥ 1, as required to complete
the proof Lemma 2.11, and hence also of Theorem 2.12.
Remarks 2.14 We note our proof shows additionally that Tn has a
permutation matching φ the restriction of which to each Q-class of Tn is
also a permutation. We may also insist that φ simultaneously preserves the
H-relation. To see this, observe that for each Q-class Q in Tn, the set Q∪{0}
forms a subsemigroup (indeed a right ideal) of the corresponding principal
factor D ∪ {0}. We may therefore work through the proof of Theorem 1.6
with the semigroupsQ∪{0} in place of the principal factors andQ-preserving
permutation matchings throughout and so construct a permutation matching
for Tn that preserves both Q- and H-classes.
We note that the semigroup generated by a ﬁxedQ-class has been studied
previously by Levi and her co-authors in several papers: see for example [19].
A similar proof yields that the partial transformation semigroup PTn,
which is isomorphic to the subsemigroup of all mappings that ﬁx 0 in TX
where X = {0, 1, 2, · · · , n}, also has a permutation matching. We just need
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to run through the previous arguments, restricting ourselves throughout to
mappings that ﬁx 0.
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